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In many ways, the public cloud is more secure than a traditional 
data center. Asset management, inventory, audit logging, two-factor 
access controls, connectivity redundancy, and firewalls are built into 
the cloud provider platform. Servers are easier to patch. And since 
implementations that are just a few years old are considered too old, 
there aren’t any forgotten boxes sitting in a dark corner with a note 
reading: “DO NOT TURN OFF.”

And yet, assets on the public cloud are still being compromised just as those stored in traditional data centers. Mandiant, 
the industry leader in incident response consulting, estimates that 15 percent of all of its incident response involves public 
cloud assets. So, if the cloud is more secure, why is it still getting hacked?

The public cloud addresses many historical security operations pain points, but it also introduces new ones that require 
security practitioners to adapt. In addition to meeting previous security challenges – out-of-date software, proper firewall 
configuration, proper authorization policies and procedures – the public cloud adds the additional tasks of tracking 
ephemeral assets, managing decentralized accounts (so-called “shadow IT”), protecting data stored using cloud provider 
platform services instead of servers, and verifying that all platform activity is tracked and authorized.

These new security challenges are additive, introducing new security requirements beyond the traditional data-center-
bound security requirements that are still present in the cloud. The blind spots created as a result of using the public 
cloud may create additional surface area for adversaries to leverage to compromise cloud assets.

To better understand how this may occur, let’s examine a fictional example of a public cloud compromise. 
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An Anatomy of a Public Cloud Compromise 
Many public cloud compromises occur without any cloud 
hacking at all. That is, there is no direct compromise of the 
infrastructure running in the cloud. Instead the attackers 
use phishing, client-side exploits, or victim missteps – and 
sometimes all three – to acquire valid credentials and 
leverage them to cause harm.

For our example, we’ll consider a fictional financial services 
company that uses analytics to detect fraudulent banking 
transactions. Criminals have gotten too good over the 
years at learning how to steal banking information; 
however, converting compromised bank accounts into 
spendable cash has been a growing challenge for them 
as many large transfers are flagged and prevented, or 
reversed almost immediately. 

In this example, fictional thieves are hatching a plot to 
attack the financial services company’s fraud detection 
directly by manipulating the analytical machine learning 
models that find anomalies in transaction patterns. Their 
goal is simple: insert fake entries into the source training 
data so they can make large, fraudulent transactions 
look normal. In order to accomplish this, they’ll need to 
gain access to a cloud account capable of finding and 
modifying the training files.

There are many ways for attackers to try to get access to 
credentials, mostly in various forms of spear phishing and 
“watering hole” attacks to install a remote access Trojan 
(RAT). This illustrates the Achilles heel of cloud security: 
Your security is only as good as what secures your access. 

The attacker needs to accomplish the following:

If the attacker succeeds, when the nightly fraud analytics 
batch job runs, it will include the altered data, which 
has added millions of fake transactions. This means that 
when the model is created and used the following day, 
large transfers to a suspicious account will be considered 
normal. The thieves can then begin issuing fraudulent 
transactions without the system flagging them.

The first thing to note about this attack is that there 
aren’t any exploits being used after the credentials are 
initially compromised. All of the activity adheres to the 

authorization system’s policies. This reduces the detection 
methods after the credentials are obtained to behavioral 
anomaly detection. Do any “observables” exist that would 
make this activity stand out?

1. Cloud console login from an unfamiliar network. 
2. Creation of a new API key. 
3. Increased use of “list” and “describe” API calls used for 
reconnaissance. 
4. Alteration of training data from a new source 
5. Creation of cloud resources in the cloud provider region 
that the financial services company normally doesn’t 
operate on.

On their own, these observables are not particularly 
interesting. They are considered “weak signals” and need 
to be aggregated together in order to create something 
that a Security Operations Center (SOC) analyst would 
find interesting enough to spend time investigating.

The first step is ensuring that all of these activities are not 
only being logged, but also reviewed. This means that a 
SOC needs robust automation techniques for collecting 
these cloud audit events, and then machine learning that 
can help identify when multiple events working together 
become a pattern. In the aforementioned case, this means 
watching for new logins, new API keys, API activities, and 
data set alteration. If that is all happening at the same 
time, an analyst needs to be notified.

Steps for detection: 
1. Collect and normalize all relevant events. 
2. Perform frequency analysis, geospatial analysis, and 
other analytics on the data. 
3. Correlate the analytical findings. 
4. Escalate the findings to a SOC analyst for full review.

Developing a Comprehensive Cloud Security Plan 
As the preceding sections illustrated, cloud security has 
two major components: 1) Protecting the infrastructure, 
and 2) Protecting the misuse of the infrastructure. Both 
are needed to ensure cloud assets are kept safe. While 
protecting infrastructure may appear more straightforward 
since it closely resembles protecting traditional data 
centers, the ephemeral nature of the cloud creates 
additional challenges for traditional security deployments.

Protect the Infrastructure 
Protecting the infrastructure primarily consists of 
traditional security in the form of endpoint, network, 
and email security mechanisms. As demonstrated in our 
example, non-cloud email and on-premise hardware can 
be compromised and leveraged for use in a cloud attack. 
Therefore, counterintuitively, both cloud and traditional on-
premise assets are in-scope when considering the overall 
security posture for the cloud.

Use the cloud credentials to create an API key.

Use the API key in a script to enumerate storage 
locations.

Search each storage location for the training data.

Alter the training data to insert large numbers of fake 
events.
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Traditional Security Checklist:

       Email security 

       Endpoint security 

       Network security

As Mandiant says, “prevention always fails,” and your 
comprehensive cloud security plan should include 
contingency capabilities for when (not if) your traditional 
defenses are bypassed by a determined attacker. This 
requires the capability to detect the misuse of cloud assets 
through analytical methods, including big data, artificial 
intelligence, and machine learning. 

Collect All Relevant Data 
Most organizations starting a cloud security program 
understand the importance of collecting authentication 
and authorization data, but that’s only half the story. 
Comprehensive security means collecting usage data for 
visibility as well. This comes in many forms, such as:

• Container operational logs

• Object storage read and write logs

• Policy configuration logs

• Network flow logs

• Application logs

• Load balancer logs

• Function-as-a-service and other serverless logs

All of these logs need to be collected centrally and 
normalized into usable data points.

Analyze the Data 
After collecting and normalizing all of the data, perform 
analytics on individual types of data. Some examples 
include:

• Geographically anomalous logins

• Quantitatively anomalous logins

• Quantitatively or qualitatively anomalous API calls

• Anomalous data transfers

The analytical output of these calculations must then be 
correlated to find intersections of importance. Failing 
to perform this step will result in tactically useless 
information for SOC analysts and is effectively the same as 
not performing the analytics at all.

Cover All Clouds 
Ensure that all clouds in which you are operating are 
covered from a data collection standpoint. You should 
perform analytics and correlation in a single, consolidated 
place, and it’s critical that data from all clouds is acquired. 
This includes software-as-a-service (SaaS) clouds that 
handle things such as human resource information 

systems, accounting, sales force information systems, 
travel systems, payroll, and much more. Most major SaaS 
offerings have logging APIs that you can connect to your 
analytics solution, and failing to integrate those data 
sources will create serious security blind spots.

Train Your Analysts for Cloud Security 
Even though cloud adoption is high, security analyst 
maturity is still playing catch-up. Ensure that your 
organization is purposefully training analysts in the latest 
cloud detection procedures. As mentioned, this requires 
learning how to interpret security analytical findings in 
addition to traditional security alerts.

Be sure to take advantage of any training (especially free 
training) that your cloud providers offer, and include that 
training in your standard onboarding procedures for new 
staff.

Cloud Security Should be Built-In 
Your engineering architects should be fluent in cloud 
security and creating well-architected solutions that 
have built-in instrumentation, telemetry, and auditing 
capabilities suitable for fueling automated security 
analytics. This is especially critical for container-based or 
serverless apps that cause problems for traditional security 
protection and monitoring programs. 

When building new apps, there should be a security 
architect involved at all phases, starting with the initial 
planning. The role of the security architect in the early 
phases is to say, “if this app were hacked, how would we 
know?” Then ensure that the answer is being built-in.

Leverage Your Cloud Provider for Built-In Data and 
Security 
Your cloud provider already has an array of data points 
to collect, as well as some low-level built-in solutions that 
can be tied in with your overall cloud security program. 
In many cases, incorporating these native solutions offers 
the only opportunity to collect certain data points, such as 
DNS query information.

Be certain that your SOC and incident response staff have 
a good line of communication with your cloud provider’s 
help desk. This will ensure that security notifications 
originating from your provider will make their way to the 
right staff. Conversely, this will enable key security staff 
to ask questions of the cloud provider when performing 
investigations.
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The FireEye Approach 
The previous sections have shown that cloud security requires all of the traditional security solutions that cover network, 
endpoint, and email, enhanced with visibility and analytics-based approaches to catch what others miss. FireEye 
approaches cloud security holistically, with products to provide protection, visibility, and detection, and services to help 
with staff education and augmentation.

• FireEye Helix

• Endpoint Security

• Network Security

• Threat Analytics

• FireEye Email Security

• FireEye Services

FIREEYE HELIX 
FireEye Helix provides a holistic, comprehensive view that 
integrates and automates security operations to stop threats faster. 
When used with Helix, FireEye Threat Analytics takes data from any 
device or data producer — such as existing security information 
and event management (SIEM) or log management tools — and 
enables organizations to make sense of it, apply context to it, and 
produce the orchestration and guidance necessary for effective 
protection. The combination of access to network traffic, endpoint 
security, and event visibility in the cloud enables organizations to 
perform intrusion detection and prevention, guard against infection 
and compromise, and understand the business logic of where data 
is being used or stored and whether that activity is anomalous or 
suspicious in any way. 

Martin Holste, FireEye CTO for Cloud, explains, “You can extract 
data from places other than the network – such as Apache access 
logs and higher level data sources – and FireEye Helix handles it 
very well. If you can get the data in there, we can apply hardcore 
detection to that data.”

Cloud security should be as native and seamless as possible 
to maximize its effectiveness. FireEye Helix collects data from 
your entire ecosystem and automatically analyzes it. A library of 
established hypotheses enables FireEye Helix to cycle through and 
answer as many questions about the events and activity as possible 
up front. The result is actionable information with relevant context.
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FireEye Endpoint Security 
FireEye Endpoint Security agents run on most cloud endpoints, 
including Windows and Linux. They use a powerful combination 
of signatures, analytics, and sophisticated operating system 
detection techniques to protect against known and unknown 
threats, as well as provide containment and response capabilities. 
This can be used to deny attackers footholds, and gain visibility 
into attacker activity.

FireEye Network Security 
FireEye Network Security embeds our patented MVX engine into 
a cloud network to prevent the transfer of malicious artifacts. 
What’s more, it will provide critical deep packet inspection 
metadata for Threat Analytics to incorporate in its machine 
learning and for Helix to use in its investigation capabilities.

FireEye Threat Analytics 
FireEye Threat Analytics provides state-of-the-art big data 
detection. It is capable of consuming massive amounts of 
telemetry and event data and turning it into security decisions. 
That same framework can be leveraged by SOC analysts to 
shorten investigations from days to seconds through its search 
and reporting interface.

FireEye Email Security 
FireEye Email Security is a fully-managed email gateway that 
will protect your organization against the most sophisticated 
spear-phishing attacks, as well as from more ordinary malware. 
It leverages core FireEye MVX technology to detect zero-day 
malicious binaries and documents, and the Advanced URL 
Detection Engine for ensuring that links (even those never seen 
before) embedded in emails are safe.

FireEye Services 
FireEye Services offer customers intelligence-led, technology enabled incident response, incident and security posture 
preparedness and development services, managed defense services, and high fidelity cyber threat intelligence, helping 
customers minimize risk through proactive defense, informed decision-making and rapid incident response. We provide 
customers with comprehensive security, hunting and incident response at scale, enable organizations to align security 
programs to current threats and to transform their security programs to better prepare for emerging adversaries, and 
provide customers a complete understanding of threats facing their organization to help manage and reduce their risk 
profile.  
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To learn more about FireEye, visit: www.FireEye.com

About FireEye, Inc. 
FireEye is the intelligence-led security company. Working as a 
seamless, scalable extension of customer security operations, FireEye 
offers a single platform that blends innovative security technologies, 
nation-state grade threat intelligence, and world-renowned Mandiant® 
consulting. With this approach, FireEye eliminates the complexity 
and burden of cyber security for organizations struggling to prepare 
for, prevent, and respond to cyber attacks. FireEye has over 6,600 
customers across 67 countries, including more than 45 percent of the 
Forbes Global 2000.
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Looking Ahead 
Industry trends show a huge migration of workloads to 
the cloud, both in the form of new projects being “born in 
the cloud” and existing workloads being “forklifted” from 
data centers into the cloud. This is in addition to the rapid 
adoption of cloud-based software-as-a-service offerings.

As the cloud grows, FireEye is growing with our 
customers to ensure that emerging technologies are not 
an attacker’s playground. To do this, our products and 
services protect traditional on-premise workloads from 
being leveraged for cloud attacks, and natively integrate 
with cloud providers to add protection, detection, and 
visibility for existing cloud workloads. As environments 
and attackers change, FireEye continues to innovate to 
help our customers meet those new security challenges.


